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Abstract: In this perspective article, some of the latest paper and fiber-based bio-analytical
platforms are summarized, along with their fabrication strategies, the processing behind the
product development, and the embedded systems in which paper or fiber materials were integrated.
The article also reviews bio-recognition applications of paper/fiber-based devices, the detected
analytes of interest, applied detection techniques, the related evaluation parameters, the type and
duration of the assays, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of each technique. Moreover,
some of the existing challenges of utilizing paper and/or fiber materials are discussed. These include
control over the physical characteristics (porosity, permeability, wettability) and the chemical
properties (surface functionality) of paper/fiber materials are discussed. Other aspects of the review
focus on shelf life, the multi-functionality of the platforms, readout strategies, and other challenges
that have to be addressed in order to obtain reliable detection outcomes.
Keywords: paper-based bio-analytical devices; shelf life; equipment-free bio-recognition; flow rate;
readout strategies; multi-functional platforms
1. Introduction
There is an increasing demand in the field of bio-sensing for inexpensive, reliable, portable,
rapid, and high throughput analytical devices. The World Health Organization (WHO) defined
seven key guidelines for the development of diagnostics platforms suitable for resource-limited areas
as major needs for extreme point of care (EPOC): “(i) affordability, (ii) sensitivity, (iii) specificity,
(iv) user-friendliness, (v) rapid and robust, (vi) equipment-free, and (vii) deliverable to those in need
for such technologies” [1]. These seven requirements recommended by WHO rightfully accumulate to
the acronym “ASSURED” [1].
Through diverse applications, in areas such as tissue engineering, controlled drug release,
dressings for wound healing, molecular separation, preservation of bioactive compounds,
environmental analysis, and food and beverage quality control, etc., paper and fiber-based platforms
are now of great importance in healthcare [2–4]. By addressing WHO’s guidelines, paper/fiber-based
bio-analytical platforms have attracted considerable attention for their effective application in
remote/rural and resource-limited areas serving EPOC [5]. Paper and fiber-based materials are
generally cost effective, while offering a large, available surface area for biomolecular interaction due
to their highly porous structures. Different types of reagent can be stored within their network and
benefit from the power-free fluid transport environment occurring through capillary action [2].
Analytical applications of paper in science date to the early 17th century with the use of
cellulose papers for chromatographic purposes [6] and pH sensing [7,8]. A paper-based dipstick
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for quantifying glucose in urine was first introduced to the scientific community in the 1950s, followed
by commercialization of the product for a diabetes test one decade later [9]. Historically used
for filtration purposes, nitrocellulose membranes were first proposed for molecular recognition
in the 1970s [10]. The following decades marked a significant expansion in the application of
paper materials for serological lateral flow tests, particularly as pregnancy tests emerged and
evolved [11]. Recent advances, particularly in visual bio-diagnostics and hand-held bio-analytical
devices, have opened a new and exciting chapter in the development of paper/fiber materials within
embedded platforms [12].
Various paper-based bio-sensing platforms were designed and fabricated in recent decades,
including dot-immunobinding assays (DIAs), microfluidic paper-based analytical devices
(µPADs), lateral flow immunoassay (LFIA), laminated paper-based analytical devices (LPADs),
immunospot, nitrocellulose pads (NC-PADs) and paper-based ELISA (P-ELISA) well plates [2–4].
Fabrication of these platforms involves a wide variety of techniques, including plotting [13,14],
wax-printing [15–19], inkjet-printing [20,21], flexographic printing [22], computer-controlled knife
cutting [23], laser cutting [24,25], vapor-phase polymer deposition [26–28], photolithography [29–34],
spraying [35], electrospinning [5,6,36] and coating [37], among others (Table 1) [2,21]. Different aspects
of paper-based bio-diagnostic devices, including fabrication strategies, applications for the recognition
of various biomolecular entities, the storability as well as the marketability of the paper-based products
have been extensively reviewed [2,3,21,38–41].
Considerable potentials of fiber materials in analytical fields offered a vibrant area of research
to the scientific community initiated by the introduction of textile materials for chromatographic
stationary phases [42]. The high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) technique has drawn
a great deal of attention toward polymer fibers for separation purposes [43]. High capacity/mass
transfer rates, desirable chemistry as well as non-denaturing and re-generable surfaces established
fibers as favorable candidates for protein separation with a specific focus on preparative scale
separations [43]. In the area of medical diagnostic carbon-based platforms such as single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), carbon micro/nano-fibers and composite carbon fibers offered significant
advancement in the bio-recognition of a wide range of bio-molecular entities through electrochemical
detection [44–46]. Extensive review articles cover significant improvement of carbon-based biosensors
in a great detail [46–49]. Polymer-based fibers, in turn, have attracted a great deal of attention
in medical diagnostics. Reukov et al., reported nano-coated nylon fibers, which were surface modified
to possess positively charged characteristics for bacterial vaginosis detection and pregnancy diseases
monitoring [36]. A triple-blend electrospun fiber mat has been used for the clinical diagnostic of
colorectal cancer [50]. Wu et al., reported electrospun poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) fibers for the
fluorescent detection of antibody against human serum albumin (anti-HSA) [51]. Polyvinylidene
fluoride (PVDF) nano-fiber membrane was used for protein immobilization via Western blotting
process [52]. Other examples of fiber platforms are provided in Table 1.
The current perspective article outlines the challenges in controlled physical and chemical
properties of the paper/fiber materials, the shelf life, the multi-functionality of the devices, the readout
strategies and the ease of operation for the proposed platforms. In that regard, papers and fibers
from different categories have been reviewed for their application as bio-receptive platforms for the
detection of a broad range of biomolecular entities. Table 2 summarizes some of the latest applications
of paper/fiber materials in bio-recognition, particularly for the detection of antibodies, antigens,
whole viruses, bacteria, and different classes of proteins via ELISA. Table 2 also presents the type
of applied assay, the approximate duration of the assay, and the important evaluation parameters
reported for the developed assay. Table 3 outlines some of the major advantages and disadvantages of
each technique. Although the presented information in these three tables provides a general insight
on how diverse the bio-analytical applications of the paper/fiber materials have been, it also reveals
aspects of performance variation amongst the techniques and the shortages and needs that are yet to
be addressed.
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Table 1. Paper and fiber-based bio-analytical platforms along with the detailed fabrication methods and embedded systems.
Type of Paper/Fiber Applied Fabrication Method Embedded Platform/Pattern Ref.
Whatman # 903 Dispersion/immersion Circular fragments sliced with paper punch [53]
Ahlstrom A-55 Wax screen printing
6 × 3 plate array with hydrophobic barriers as black zones on a
white background
[54]
[55]
Whatmann CHR # 1 Photolithography µPAD with 5 × 5 paper mat with a set of electrodes on each side [56]
Whatman # 1
Commercialized material with a proprietary
fabrication method
Paper-based disk produced using a standard paper puncher,
dried and taped on a plastic strip [57]
Designed platform mimics 96-well plate
[58]
[59]
Wax printing [60–64]
Whatmann CHR # 1 Assembly of paper in pre-cut lamination sheets [65]
PHB fibers Electrospinning and dip-coating with poly(MMA-co-MAA) [5]
PHBV fibers [6]
Nylon Dip-coating with poly(MMA-co-MAA) [37]
Cellulose Photolithography [66]
Filter paper Whatman # 42 Commercialized material with proprietary fabrication method
~1 cm diameter circles cut into pendent disk shapes to avoid
cross contamination [67]
Whatman Fusion 5TM paper Square shaped layers with surface area of 3 cm2 [68,69]
NC
Wax printing
µPAD with printed channels that function as timing valves [70]
Inkjet printing [71]
Whatmann CHR # 1 Flexographic printing Polystyrene printed paper (297 mm × 105 mm) withhydrophobic barriers [22]
Polyester-backed paper, Whatmann CHR # 1, NC membrane Computer-controlled knife cutting Star, candelabra, and other structures [23]
Aluminum foil-baked Whatmann CHR # 1 CO2 laser cutting/engraving µPAD design with very small features and narrow barriers [72]
Whatman CHR # 1 coated with functional polymers/copolymers Vapor-phase polymer deposition Integration of multiple advanced unit operations onto a single
µPAD device [73]
Whatman # 4 loaded with PEI microcapsules, BCIN, and NBT Suspension mixing followed by filtration Paper strips [74]
Nylon # 6 fibers blended with PSBMA and PAA
Electrospinning
blended fiber deposition on a glass slip [50]
PVDF nano-fiber membrane Western blotting platforms (6 cm × 8 cm) [52]
Nylon # 6 fibers with Cu-Au nanoparticles Paper strips [75]
PCL fiber membrane Folded and pressed sheet of membrane (25 mm × 40 mm) [51]
Nomenclature: PHB = Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate; poly(MMA-co-MAA) = poly methylmetacrylate-co-methacrylic acid PHBV = Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate);
NC = nitrocellulose; PEI = poly(ethyleneimine); BCIN = 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-α-D-N-acetylneuraminic acid; NTB = nitro blue tetrazolium; PVDF = Polyvinylidene fluoride; Cu-Au:
Copper-gold; PCL = Poly(ε-caprolactone). CHR = chromatography.
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Table 2. Paper and fiber-based bio-analytical platforms directed towards ELISA assays along with the type of target biomolecules, applied detection techniques,
and evaluation parameters of the method, as well as the types and approximate durations of the conducted assay.
Type of Paper/Fiber Target Analyte Detection Technique Type of Assay Approx. Time ofAssay Sensitivity/Specificity/Limit of Detection (LoD) Ref.
Fluorescence Specificity = 99%
Whatman # 903 Anti-dengue IgM antibody The fluorescence spectra were measured in a spectrofluorometer with the excitation at 360 nm and emission
at 450 nm
Direct ELISA 24 h LoD = 40 ng/mL in serum and 0.8 ng in serum dilution
1:10,000 as positive control
[53]
Whatmann CHR # 1
Fetoprotein (AFP)
Chemiluminiscence
Readout was performed by ultraweak luminescence analyzer Sandwich ELISA 10 min
Detection range of 0.1–35 ng/mL for AFP, 0.5–80 U/mL for
CA125, and 0.1–7 ng/mL for CEA [55]Cancer antigen 125 (CA125)
Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)
Sensitivity was reported to be low;
Haptoglobin in bovine serum The test zone was scanned using a flatbed desktop scanner and images were transformed into 8-bit gray-scale Sandwich ELISA 41.5 min LoD = 0.73µg/mL [65]
Rabbit IgG antibody
Electrochemical (cyclic voltammetry)
Indirect ELISA 30 min LoD ≈ 3.9 fM [56]Micro-zones in the paper device were imaged by GE Typhoon Trio Scanner. The excitation and emission
wavelengths were 532 nm and 580 nm, respectively.
Whatman # 1
Ubiquitin and enhanced green fluorescent protein
(eGFP)
C
ol
or
im
et
ri
c
Changes on the paper disk were recorded with a mobile phone camera and quantified by Adobe
Photoshop CS2 software in grey mode to obtain the average intensity using a fixed quadrant Indirect ELISA 30 min Not specified [57]
Cardiac marker protein, myoglobin The color changes in the platform were scanned using a desktop scanner and analyzed by Image J Sandwich ELISA 60 min Detection concentration = 50 ng/mL [58]
Extracellular vesicles The test zone was scanned using a desktop scanner and the data were saved in 8-bit format. Theintensity of the color was quantified using Image J. Sandwich ELISA 40 min Not specified [59]
Indirect ELISA 70 min
Sensitivity in serum = 81.8%
Sensitivity in blister fluids = 83.3%
Specificity in serum = 75%Auto-antibodies
The color changes were recorded by a commercial desktop scanner and analyzed by Adobe
Photoshop software
Specificity blister fluids = 85.7%.
[60]
Dengue virus antigens and enveloped dengue virus The colorimetric results were recorded using a commercial Apple, iPhone 4S Indirect ELISA 60 min
LoD ≈ 100 pg/mL [61]
Sensitivity >40 times than conventional readout
Neuropeptide Y For the purpose of comparison, images were captured using a Canon EPS/Rebel T3i/EOS 600Dcamera, HTC Droid Eris smartphone as well as HP Color 4540 scanner/printer Direct ELISA 60 min Pico to nanomolar range [62]
Sensitivity = 87%;
Toxoplasma gondii antibody in serum
The test zones were analyzed by a commercial desktop scanner and Adobe Photoshop software.
Digitalized images were converted to the CMYK color mode, and the mean pixel intensity was
determined using the histogram tool
Indirect ELISA 60 min Specificity = 96% [63]
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) The color changes were recorded by a desktop scanner and smart phone and analyzed by AdobePhotoshop software Direct ELISA 60 min Detection range = 0.01–100,000 pg/mL; LoD = 0.03 pg [64]
Sensitivity = 100%;
PHB fibers 24 h Specificity = 80% [5]
PHBV fibers 8 h
Sensitivity = 97.49%;
[6]Specificity = 90.83%
Dengue enveloped virus
Sensitivity = 100%;
Nylon
Conventional readout was performed by ELISA reader Double sandwich
ELISA
24 h Specificity = 93.75% [37]
Cellulose Antibody against HIV-1 envelope antigen (gp41) Using a desktop scanner Direct ELISA 51 min LoD = 54 fmol/zone [66]
Whatman #42 T7 bacteriophage Color changes were recorded using a desktop scanner. The samples were then analyzed usingstandard image processing software Sandwich ELISA 60 min Detection range = 100–10
9 pfu/mL [67]
Whatman Fusion 5TM E. coli bacterial Color intensities were recorded by portable scanners or smartphones Indirect ELISA 5 h Detection concentration = 105 cells/mL [68,69]
Imidacloprid (small molecule pesticide) Color intensities were recorded by a smartphone and the images processed by Image J Competitive ELISA 3 h LoD = 0.01 ppm [70]
Nitrocellulose Human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) A digital camera imaged color changes. The mean color intensity of the image at the selected areawas quantified using the histogram function with the RGB channel in Adobe Photoshop CS3 Sandwich ELISA 24 h Detection concentration in urine = 4 ng/mL [71]
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Table 3. Paper and fiber-based bio-analytical platforms along with advantages and disadvantages of applied strategies.
Paper/Fiber Strategies Advantages Disadvantages Ref.
Whatman # 903
Paper segments were fabricated in the circular
shape by a dispersion/immersion technique for
dengue detection
Improved analytical response, 2-fold enhanced
sensitivity with 700-fold greater LoD than traditional
ELISA, acceptable accuracy for real sample detection
Conducted assay in this study is lengthy [53]
Whatman CHR # 1
Chitosan modified paper microarray with
hydrophobic barriers was fabricated by wax
screen printing for detection of different antigens
Easy translation to other signal reporting
mechanisms, and other biomolecules in point-of-care
devices, with sensitivity and linearity of calibration
curve suitable for clinical application
Neighboring cellulose zones may interfere with
each other; a spaced-detection strategy is
required
[55]
Electrodes integrated µPAD was fabricated by
photolithography for electrochemical detection
of antibody
Higher sensitivity than colorimetric assay, highly
quantitative, fast and efficient, does not require
sophisticated expensive equipment
The method was only used for a model protein
to prove the concept [56]
Paper assembly in lamination sheets for
haptoglobin detection
Cost-effective compared to the conventional
platform (88% reduction in cost) and 93% time
reduction in assay performance
Commercially available ELISA kit can achieve
one order of magnitude lower LoD [65]
Paper-based disk for protein detection Non-toxicity of the applied fabrication materialswith wide applications in industry
Almost 40% of antibody molecules desorbed
from cellulose after absorption proving that the
method/material require further optimization
[57]
Mimicked 96-well plate for detection of cardiac
biomarker through colorimetric recognition
The high aspect ratio and high surface coverage of
nanorods provide a large surface area for binding
biomolecules; crystallinity of cellulose supports the
growth of nanorods
Biomolecule penetration into the highly porous
structure of cellulose can cause non-specific
binding and induce errors in the assay
[58]
Whatman # 1 Mimicked 96-well plate for extracellular vesiclesdetection
Compatible with downstream analyses, such as
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assays (ELISA), and transcriptome
analysis
Extracellular vesicles were captured on the
paper device in a non-specific manner; therefore,
the specificity was somewhat compromise
[59]
Wax printing technique was applied for
fabrication of paper-based 96-well plate aimed
for biorecognition
Rapid and cost-effective analysis in comparison to
conventional ELISA, with similar level of sensitivity
and specificity while utilizing simple equipment and
small sample volumes
Medium range sensitivity and specificity were
reported [60]
High sensitivity and specificity, low sample volume,
short operating time Fabrication process is relatively complex [61]
It allows the user to print plates “on-demand” and
opens opportunities for a wide range of nonstandard
formats of customized assays
The method requires specialty software for
image analysis and quantitation [62]
Great multiplexing capacity, improved quantitative
outputs, simplified data readout; performed assay at
room temperature that dispenses the need for
refrigeration
Limited to tests with a low number of false
negative outputs [63]
Reduced sample volume, higher sensitivity, shorter
assay time, and lower fabrication cost
Low stability and short shelf life, which are
typical drawbacks of the wax printing technique [64]
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Table 3. Cont.
Paper/Fiber Strategies Advantages Disadvantages Ref.
PHB
Higher sensitivity and specificity than the
conventional method without needing
surface treatments
The need to remove the papers from the well
plate for final readout makes the platform
less efficient
[5]
PHBV
Circle shaped polymer coated electrospun fibers
integrated into 96-well plate for dengue
virus detection Customized fiber material with tailored surface
properties, tuned wettability and
morphological characteristics
Presence of double-sided adhesive layer might
result in contamination of the samples if
adhesive layer is not fully covered by fiber
mat segments
[6]
Nylon
Polymer/copolymer dip-coated nylon
embedded into 96-well plate for dengue
virus detection
Reasonable price, favorable chemistry of the surface
without needing surface treatments
Low stability of the coated nylon membrane in
the assay [37]
Cellulose
Photolithography technique was applied to
fabricate paper-based 96-well plate for detection
of HIV-1
Offers a rapid analysis that requires small volumes of
samples and reagents, and utilizes simple equipment
The technique is less sensitive than conventional
ELISA by approximately one order of magnitude [66]
Whatman # 42 Paper-based disk for detection of T7bacteriophage
Compatible with the sophisticated laboratory
diagnostic techniques applied for bio-recognition of
pathogenic viruses and other microorganisms
The sensitivity is comparable to the
sophisticated laboratory diagnostic techniques,
but it is not improved
[67]
Fusion 5TM Paper-based ELISA for E. coli detection Rapid, low cost (<$1 per prototype), short trainingtime, and minimal medical waste
Detection was only performed for E. coli sample
within the laboratory, while further clinical
validation is required
[68,69]
Nitrocellulose
Wax printing technique was applied to fabricate
a µPAD equipped with timing valves for
imidacloprid detection
Equipped with timing valve that provides an
opportunity for multiple-step performance in
assay procedure
Similar discrimination capability than
conventional ELISA without any improvement
was reported; the method has to be
further assessed
[70]
Inkjet printing technique was applied to
fabricate a µPAD equipped with timing valves
for hCG detection
Simple, straightforward, and low cost fabrication
technique by using inkjet printing
There is a chance for error and over estimation
of the sensitivity [71]
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When actual clinical practice is concerned, a small percentage of these techniques open a way
for translation from the laboratory bench to the hands of the final users and thus patient care.
Even though the currently applied fabrication strategies are promising and the developed prototypes
possess tremendous value, further efforts should be dedicated to overcoming the existing limitations.
By opening a wide perspective into the bio-sensing domain, the application of papers and fibers
has produced an obvious and important shift in the healthcare paradigm. However, several of the
developed platforms suffer from a critical lack of reproducibility and limited detection options, as well
as insufficient level of sensitivity [4,76]. In this perspective article, some of the principal challenges of
the developed strategies and the opportunities for future development targets are discussed.
2. Major Challenges and Opportunities
2.1. Physical Characteristics of the Paper and/or Fiber Materials
The development of a unique surface for improved biomolecular interaction is critical. It requires
specifically tailored physical properties of the paper/fiber that can highly encourage analyte–surface
interaction through a multitude of forces. In spite of the significant advances in fabrication
strategies, paper-based platforms suffer from a lack of control over their physical properties [4,77].
Paper segments in most of the developed platforms are selected from commercially available products
(Table 1) possessing certain physical characteristics, including capillary flow rate, surface area,
porosity, permeability, and wettability. However, these parameters vary significantly from one
manufacturer/batch to another, raising the specter of inconsistency [6,78,79].
Capillary flow rate defines the movements of the flow along the length of the paper in the different
designs of bio-diagnostic devices. It is the key parameter in assay performance, as the concentration of
the target analyte correlates with the speed of the flow rate [78]. While paper is an excellent material
for leading and transporting fluids without external forces, control over fluid transfer, the consistency
of the flow rate, and the precise direction of the flow are some of the main challenges faced by
researchers in this area [2]. Recognizing those challenges, a variety of solutions have been offered
to provide a higher degree of control over flow rate. In 2010, Martinez et al. positioned a digital
valve that introduced designed gaps to separate the paper's layers, thus strategically connecting and
disconnecting the flow [80]. Other groups reported approaches for controlling fluid transport by
changing the geometry of the channels and altering the width, length, and thickness of the junctions
in paper-based microfluidic designs [81–83]. Applications of the fluidic barriers made from soluble
materials for carrier flow were also presented in the literature. These bridges wick fluids until
complete dissolution disconnects the flow [82,84,85]. Other techniques, such as phase-switching [86]
and razor-crafting channels [87] have also introduced innovative strategies to address this challenge.
These techniques have successfully offered higher sensitivity of the assay, enhanced accommodation
of small sample volumes within the channels, and the increased retention of the analyte of interest
in the network of the paper [87,88].
Although relative hydrophilicity and porosity are desirable features in paper-based devices, as
they involve capillary forces for leading fluids in specific directions, those characteristics may also
introduce background signal and error into the assay [5,6,37,89]. A high degree of hydrophilicity
and porosity are not always favorable for protein immobilization and the subsequent detection of
analytes as they may induce biomolecule entrapment, which leads to a false positive signal [5,6,90].
Due to the incomplete washing process, and because proteins could be trapped within the highly
porous hydrophilic paper matrix, paper-based 96-well plates are normally used to perform double
sandwich assays, while evoking a considerable false positive signal [5,6,37,89,91–94]. In these assays,
a secondary labeled antibody could specifically bind to the primary antibody that is attached to the
analyte of interest (Table 2 provides examples of double sandwich assays). If, due to the porosity or
swelling condition of the paper or fiber platforms, an excessive level of primary antibodies becomes
entangled in the paper matrix, secondary antibodies would most likely bind to the primary antibodies
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without direct attribution to the presence of the analyte, hence producing false signals [3,5,6,95].
This phenomenon is, perhaps, the leading cause of non-specific binding inside paper-based devices,
which makes them somewhat less reliable and reproducible than other types of bio-analytical platforms
with rather impenetrable characteristics. To normalize this effect, negative controls are typically
performed in which the analyte of interest is absent thus the biomolecular chain is intentionally broken.
The outcomes of the negative readouts are deducted from the actual detection results to obtain reliable
detection outcomes. Nonetheless, in evaluating the assay, false positive signals leave an undesirable
effect on the specificity and accuracy of the technique [96–100]. High porosity might also be a drawback
in lateral flow-based systems due to the lack of control over diffusion of the reagents into the structure
of the paper that, in turn, makes the consistency of the flow rate questionable [3]. If the reagents are
pushed back into the channels due to the highly porous structure of the paper/fiber materials there
is an additional chance for a false positive signal and errors in the assay [3]. The capillary flow rate
in leading reagents to the detections zones is of a crucial importance when a reproducible detection
outcome with acceptable sensitivity level is the functional target. There is an important need for
finely-tuned physical properties of newly developed paper/fiber materials, which could significantly
impact their performance and reproducibility in bio-recognition to enhance clinically-relevant results.
2.2. Chemical Characteristics of the Paper/Fiber Materials and the Need for Surface Modification
A variety of paper types have been used, or integrated into, a wide range of analytical designs
to produce bio-sensing platforms (Tables 1 and 2). Porous cellulose is perhaps the most widely used
commercial material in a majority of these designs (Table 1). Although the chemical structure of
cellulose offers an abundance of hydroxyl (–OH) functional groups, these moieties are not highly
reactive towards biomolecular entities. Consequently, in most cases, surface modification is required
to modulate the functional nature of the paper materials [2,4]. Strategic alterations of the surface
could also result in the enhanced control of fluidic flow, improved color uniformity (in the case of
colorimetric detection), enhanced chemical stability of the surface, the fabrication of microfluidic valves
(in the case of µPADs), as well as the generation of chemically reactive functionalities [2]. The presence
of chemically reactive space through functionalization by carboxyl (–COOH) and/or amine (–NH2)
groups, highly encourages the development of analyte–surface interactions through both physical and
covalent immobilization. If active functional groups, such as –COOH and/or –NH2, are optimally
generated on the surface, there is a high chance for involving biomolecules in ionic attractions and
hydrophobic interactions, as well as for hydrogen bonding opportunities [5,94]. These forces and
reactions are known to play prominent roles in protein immobilization, which would result in the
subsequent attachment of the complementary biomolecules, thereby producing an improved final
biological response generated from the bio-receptive surfaces.
Apart from the intricacy of the modification strategies, the natural characteristics of the paper
materials are frequently compromised during the treatment procedures [2]. Aggressive treatments
might also contaminate papers due to exposure to the different chemicals and reagents (Table 3) [2].
In addition, papers are reported to lose their original shape subsequent to chemical treatment,
having a tendency to curl or wrinkle after modifications are made. This may make their application
difficult for specific types of bio-diagnostic platforms [3]. Furthermore, even if the properties of the
paper are not affected by modification techniques, there might be no ability to carefully control the
generation of active functional groups and their focused distribution on the paper surface [101,102].
Optimal generation and distribution of the surface functional groups are crucial in biomolecule
immobilization and subsequent detection of the analyte of interest. Overly functionalized surfaces
tend to reject/hinder approaching biomolecules due to the steric repulsion, while an insufficient
concentration of active functionalities may cause the biomolecules to fall on the surface and lose
activity [91,102,103]. Therefore, a suitable bio-receptive platform would be credited for its substantial
surface area and controlled wettability and porosity, and for an effective chemical design that can
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offer a protein-friendly surface with high occurrence and reproducibility for bimolecular interaction
associated with binding stability.
In that perspective, the development of customized paper/fiber materials with improved
control over physical and chemical material properties would appear to be a highly desirable
solution. Different characterization techniques are typically used to analyze the physical and
the chemical properties of the newly developed materials. Water-in-air contact angle analysis
can determine the wettability of the paper/fiber samples [5,6,104,105]. The morphology of the
papers/fibers can be recorded by scanning electron micorscopy (SEM) and the fiber diameter range
can be subsequently measured by analyzing SEM micrographs by using different software such
as Image J [5,6,37,106]. Porosity and permeability of the paper/fiber networks can be analyzed by
bulk density method, gas permeability techniques or X-ray computed tomography (X-CT) [106–109].
Other techniques such as Raman spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) can provide detailed information regarding the chemistry of
the surface. These analytical techniques are well established in the laboratory and industrial setups.
Nonetheless, close control over material properties and reproducibility of the products can be achieved
through fabrication strategies. The consistency of the physical and chemical characteristics of the
developed paper/fiber materials eliminates the risk of errors in the analytical assays and provides
with accurate detection outcomes.
One alternative approach to overcome such limitations could be the use of and electrospinning
technique (particularly three-dimensional (3D) electrospinning setup) in which the diameter range
of the fiber and the porosity could be closely controlled, and different classes of bulk materials could
be selected for fabrication of the fibers. If the chosen material or one of the combined materials
has desirable active functional groups in its chemical structure, then the fabrication process can
be finely adjusted in order to obtain and optimal concentration of the necessary functional groups
without the need for surface modification strategies [5,6]. Unlike the chemical modification techniques,
this alternative approach would not harm the original nature of the paper material, and the stability of
the surface functionalities is guaranteed, as they are an integral aspect of the chemical fingerprint of
the constructed matrix, and would not lose their activity over time.
2.3. Shelf Life of the Paper/Fiber Materials
Apart from the efficiency of the developed platforms, the reproducible shelf life of the products
is also of a great importance. With the significant advances in the fabrication of paper-based
devices, the resulting paper products remain sensitive materials, with low tensile strength,
and high vulnerability to modulations in environmental conditions, particularly temperature and
humidity [3,54,55]. Table 4 summarizes the shelf life details of some of the conventional, commercial,
and novel paper/fiber materials. Researchers face challenges maintaining the shelf life of the commonly
used paper materials (e.g., porous cellulose and nitrocellulose) even prior to the application of surface
modification techniques [54,55]. Porous cellulose products such as Ahlstrom A-55 and Whatman
CHR (chromatography) # 1 can provide reproducible results for at least five weeks if it is stored at
4 ◦C under sealed conditions (Table 4) [54,55]. The shelf life of nitrocellulose and nylon materials
is reported to be approximately 3 and 7 months, respectively [110,111]. Fiber substitutes, such as
polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) and poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV), however,
are reported to be more stable towards temperature change and possess relatively high degradation
temperatures (Table 4) [112–116].
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Table 4. Shelf life and stability of the paper and fiber materials applied for bio-analytical applications.
Type of Paper/Fiber Shelf Life/Stability Ref.
Conventional and commercial materials
Whatman CHR # 1
Lab-on-paper immuno-devices, constructed with this material can provide reproducible
results upon storage at 4 ◦C (sealed) for at least 5 weeks [54]. In other studies on
antibody immobilization on the surface of this material, the stability decreased with
increasing temperature and relative humidity (40 ◦C, half-life was more than 10 days)
and was dependent on relative humidity (RH) [55]. However, at 80 ◦C, the half-life
varied from ~3 days at low RH to less than half an hour at 90% RH) [55].
[55]
Nitrocellulose
The material is commonly used in lateral flow assays. For the detection of P. brasiliensis
B-339 antigen, 91% sensitivity and 95.4% specificity was reported, while the membrane
have proved to be viable for use in at least 90 days after sensitization.
[110]
Nylon
The stability of nylon membranes is relatively high [37]. Impregnated protein in the
network of nylon has the shelf life of several months (at least 7 months) with minimal
loss in activity; the immobilized enzymes within nylon’s structure remain active for at
least 33 h without significant loss of activity [111].
[37,111]
Commercial materials
Whatman # 903
Thermal degradation of the material occurs above 300 ◦C [53]. Antibodies dried on filter
papers are not affected by the duration of storage if kept frozen for over 1 year at
−20 ◦C [117]. Although reactivity of the antibodies decreases after storage, it was not
found to interfere with the specificity of the assay even after 13 years if stored as dry
spots on filter paper [117].
[53,117]
Fusion 5TM
This glass-fiber based material offers the benefits of a high rate of absorption,
an acceptable wicking area, optimal wicking time, and homogeneous color
development [68]. As a substrate for DNA biosensor strips, stored at 37 ◦C,
it maintained its activity up to 30 days; this translates to an estimated shelf life of
103.87 days at ambient temperature (24 ◦C) [69]. Fusion 5 contains a plastic binder to
increase its mechanical strength [118].
[68,69,118]
Non-commercial materials
PHB
PHB is highly crystalline (approximately 80%) with a melting temperature close to
180 ◦C [116]. PHB provides a great resistance to water, which indicates that relative
humidity will not affect its performance [5,113]. Relatively stiff PHB is biodegradable,
low cost, biocompatible and non-toxic, which are desirable features for a platform in
bio-applications [115].
[5,113,115,116]
PHBV
PHBV is reported to be highly stable to the effects of temperature and humidity, while it
is less stiff and crystalline than PHB [114]. After 12 cycles of reuse, enzymes
immobilized on PHBV surfaces retained 50% activity [114]. PHBV copolymers
commercially known as Biopol®, offer a range of physical barrier properties for water
and gases [116].
[114,116]
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Apart from the bio-receptive material itself, the duration in which the impregnated proteins in the
structure of the papers/fibers remain active is vital. Higher stability of the biomolecules and a longer
shelf life for the developed materials permits the long-distance transportation of the platforms to where
they are mostly needed, under-privileged areas. Immobilized antibodies in the network of porous
cellulose (Whatman CHR # 1 and Ahlstrom A-55) were found to lose their activity with increasing
temperature (~40 ◦C) while the stability of the impregnated product over time was significantly
affected with an increase in relative humidity (RH) (Table 4) [54,55]. Other studies have established
that antibodies can remain active for a long period under optimal storage conditions (−20 ◦C) if
impregnated using a dry-reagent technique [67,119].
Papers are often harshly affected by the treatment processes, which may make them even more
sensitive than in their original states. As mentioned, papers are reported to lose their shape on
treatment, tending to curl, fold, or wrinkle after modifications, which makes their application difficult
in the specific design of bio-diagnostic platforms [3]. When conducting immunoassays, untreated
papers seldom undergo numerous steps of washing and incubation, which makes them very difficult to
preserve. If, prior to use in immunoassays, the papers are also subjected to additional harsh treatments,
it is even less likely for them to remain intact throughout the assay. Therefore, fabrication strategies
should be designed to minimize surface modification steps while generating active functional groups
and providing a higher chance for preservation of the platforms. An alternative strategy could be
customization of the bio-receptive paper/fiber platforms (as presented in Table 1, PHB and PHBV),
which would permit choices of reference materials with tailored properties that can naturally offer
desirable features and improved stability over time [5,6].
2.4. Readout Outcomes
One of the critical steps in working with paper-/fiber-based devices is the ability to quantify
the analytes of interest with minimal requirements. The major challenge, particularly when EPOC
in remote/rural areas is the aim, is to achieve reasonably accurate bio-diagnosis without needing
centralized clinical facilities and sophisticated, expensive equipment. In the context of on-site diagnosis,
reliable quantitative or semi-quantitative readouts are anticipated to dictate the treatment by a simple
“yes/no” or “normal/abnormal” responses [2,120]. In this path, significant progress has been made.
A variety of techniques, including colorimetry [120–123], fluorescent [29,123–127],
luminescent [128], chemiluminiscent [128,129], photo-electro-chemiluminiscent, electrochemical [130,131],
electro-chemiluminiscent [132,133], and photo-electrochemical [134] detections have been reported for
paper and/or fiber-based bio-diagnostic platforms [2–4,135,136]. In the case of fluorescence readout,
an important question is: “To what extent does the whiteness of the paper play a role in producing
a background signal or perhaps participating in the bleaching effect?”. The most commonly-used
analytical detection technique for paper/fiber-based devices is colorimetric (Table 2) [2,3]. This analysis
is known to be relatively straightforward; the color intensity is proportional to the concentration of the
analyte; the operating time is relatively short, and the detectors are normally portable and inexpensive,
while the technique is mainly compatible with smart devices [2].
The likelihood of telemedicine using digital cameras, cell phones, and smart devices was
demonstrated since 2008 for glucose detection in artificial urine [137,138]. Detection via smart devices
has rapidly penetrated the worldwide market introducing tremendous opportunities for the on-site
processing of data, instead of sample transfer to a centralized clinical facility (Table 2) [2,57–71,128,139].
With their storage capacity, smart devices serve clinical practice well, enabling information to be
collected and stored to a much greater extent than previously possible. Modern smart devices
possess both a light source (LED flash) and a digital camera for detection; therefore they are capable
of performing tasks that are normally performed by expensive techniques, such as fluorometers,
spectrophotometers, or silicon photodetectors [140].
Novel attempts have also been dedicated to non-instrumented analysis or equipment-free
detection techniques for fabricating easy-to-use paper-based devices that can play vital roles in
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EPOC [121]. Such strategies would reduce the cost of bio-diagnosis, while increasing the portability of
the devices that do not require external readout instrumentation [141,142]. One approach to perform
equipment-free analysis relies upon color intensity comparators using an external calibration or
standard calibration integrated within the device [143,144]. Weaver et al. reported a cost-effective
“color barcode” test for the rapid screening and quality control of pharmaceutical drugs [145].
The fabricated device was divided into twelve individual lanes, on which the solid pharmaceutical
product was mounted and the edge dipped into the chosen media. Each lane specifically reacted to
one type of analyte (e.g., ampicillin, amoxicillin, and rifampicin) and a corresponding colored lane,
visually compared with the reference was indicative of a “positive I.D.” [145]. Another interesting
study by Zhu et al. reported a self-calibrating sensor for glucose measurement. The tree-shaped,
branched structure of the designed platform minimized the ambient effects, such as temperature
and humidity [146]. Pollock et al. reported self-calibration of the device based on alteration of the
incubation time [147]. This study suggests that the sensitivity of the device was in an acceptable range
(84%), even though the readout outcome was semi-quantitative [147]. Such studies establish that visual
assessment of the detection outcomes can be adequately robust if a reliable control over the ambient
conditions is implemented.
Other interesting non-instrumented approaches are known as distance-based detections [148,149].
Zuk et al. reported the measurement of biological samples by calculating a total distance a colorimetric
reagent has traveled across the paper channel. In this method, the distance wicked by the product is
proportional to the analyte concentration [148]. A similar strategy that gained considerable popularity
due to its simplicity and applicability was presented by Lou et al. [150]. This distance-based detection
strategy introduced breaking points in the continuous flow path. Each discrete segment that turned
colored participated in the final calculation of the analyte concentration [150].
Another alternative, equipment-free, detection approach is known as time-based analysis. In this
strategy, the time required for signal development is the performance merit. Lewis et al. developed
a system for enzyme quantification with a control zone to account for the ambient conditions
(e.g., temperature, humidity, pressure, and sample viscosity) [151]. Combined with a self-calibrating
system, this time-based detection strategy changes the incubation time to minimize the influence
of external parameters and to elicit a reliable readout signal. Further advances in the time-based
measurement involved a phase-switching design of the platform in which specific types of oligomers
depolymerize themselves in the presence of target analyte [86]. Oligomers are hydrophobic in their
nature; however, they tend to become hydrophilic after depolymerization, thereby allowing the flow
to travel through the channel and reach the detection zone. Once the analyte of interest arrives at the
final destination, the color change occurs; an indication of assay completion. The rate and the time of
depolymerization were found to be proportional to the concentration of the target analyte. In these
types of assay, all that is required is a timer, which makes the technique highly favorable for EPOC
application in remote/rural areas.
2.5. Multi-Functionality of the Platforms
One of the major missions of the paper-based devices, especially in the area of microfluidics, is to
increase the functionality of the devices. The ability to achieve multi-step processing and performance
makes µPADs highly favorable for EPOC applications [23,39,41]. Lutz et al. and Fu et al. studied the
sequential delivery of multiple reagents by creating flow paths of varying lengths in order to automate
a sandwich ELISA assay [119,152]. Li et al. demonstrated devices capable of performing a multi-step
assay by incorporating a magnetically-timed valve [153]. By placing it down or raising it above the
channel, the valve would close or open the path for the fluids in a controlled manner. This method,
however, had its own limitations, as the valve is for a single use only and it consumes large quantities
of the reagents, since a unique timing sequence has to be designed for every new assay.
One of the beneficial strategies to increase multi-functionality of the paper-/fiber-based devices
is the dry-reagent approach. If all the necessary reagents are added to the device in the dry state it
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will provide (i) a reduced number of steps to be taken by the final user; (ii) easier shipment of the kits,
since reagents are loaded within the network of the paper; and (iii) higher stability of the product when
dealing with environmental changes, such as temperature and humidity [154]. Reported examples
of µPADs combined with a dry-reagent strategy have proven to be more amenable to the multi-step
processing employed in the assay [154].
2.6. Easy Operation for Onsite Health Check
Even though the majority of paper/fiber-based platforms are aimed at hand-held diagnosis,
sample collection and preparation for such devices may introduce considerable challenges.
The necessity for sample processing steps, such as separation (e.g., whole blood, serum,
and plasma), mixing, adding reagents, and washing among others, falls short of the principles of
user-friendliness [38]. In the case of whole blood, specific components/proteins must be removed from
the sample to increase the sensitivity and specificity of detection [155]. Normally, plasma should be
separated from the whole blood prior to the measurements to minimize errors related to light scattering,
absorption, hemolysis, or coagulation of the red blood cells [40]. In the ideal case of a test system,
no sample preparation, system calibration, data interpretation, or calculation for end users should be
expected [38]. In reality, however, even in well-equipped laboratories, sample preparation suffers from
various shortfalls, such as inhomogeneity and the variable viscosity of the samples, as well as presence
of interfering agents [3]. The most error-prone aspect of diagnostic tests in laboratories is known
to be the pre-analytical phase (sample processing) that includes blood tube sorting, centrifugation,
cap removal, sample aliquoting, and recapping [40]. A number of techniques have been developed
to offer analysis by individuals with minimal training outside centralized laboratories, such as in
doctor’s offices, emergency rooms, ambulances, etc. In the context of onsite POC/EPOC and for
the technologies to be broadly accepted by the end users in remote/rural areas or elderly people,
clear results have to be obtained without the need of any additional processing or external instrument.
High throughput systems incorporated into the paper-based devices have automated
the separation step by using a diverse range of solid materials, including beads, microparticles,
fiber matrices, and coated tubes and plates [147,156–163]. Additionally, application of pre-depositing
agglutination antibodies, concentrated salt solution for blood cell deformation and filtering via paper
pores using capillary force are known to be effective techniques for sample separation [164–166]. In the
case of paper strips, the platforms generally contain segments that are designed for automated mixing
of the specimen with dry reagents [40,158]. In such devices, a manual step is normally required to
finalize the sample separation. More sophisticated platforms, which enable automation of several
sample preparation steps without manual intervention have also been reported. While offering
beneficial features, such as automated multistep assays, generally the result is an enlargement of the
device dimensions and additional material costs [38,167,168]. Readers are recommended to study
the excellent reviews by Yamada et al., 2017 and Cunningham, 2001 for detailed information [38,40].
In nucleic acid analysis, sample preparation comprises labor-intensive multiple steps, including
suspension, mixing, centrifugation, washing, and elution of the nucleic acids, that are generally
performed in dedicated laboratories to minimize cross-contamination and the generation of false
positive results [40,169].
According to the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) guidelines (formulated
by the U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA), any user with a 7th-grade English level should be able
to readily operate the diagnostic devices aimed for application outside laboratories after following
the instructions provided by the manufacturer [38,170]. Despite advances in sample preparation and
fluidics handling, there is obviously considerable room for improvements in the commercialization of
more user-friendly devices.
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2.7. Other Considerations
Have the great potential of paper/fiber materials been fully acknowledged by diagnosis
manufacturers? Can paper/fiber materials overcome the existing limitations of bio-diagnostic
platforms? Would it be possible for an entire bio-analytical assay to be built upon a single type
of paper/fiber material? If so, can paper/fiber meet the necessary performance requirements of an
efficient bio-analytical platform, such as sensitivity, specificity, cost-effectiveness, and rapid analysis,
etc.? To exploit the full potential of paper/fiber materials for bio-analytical applications, these questions
need to be addressed. Several other essential points are also worthy of consideration; the following
section outlines some of these aspects:
(1) In paper/fiber diagnostic platforms (especially dipsticks), certain segments of the platforms are
impregnated with different biomolecular entities, such as antibodies, that specifically bind to
the analyte of interest [3]. In this regard, the question might be raised about the yield for such
specific binding when dealing with impregnated paper/fiber networks. What is the variation in
the uptake or conjugation of the analytes? How consistent is the occurrence of conjugation and
the release from conjugation? How fast or slow do these binding and release processes occur?
Are these rates reproducible for such assays?
(2) Another aspect of paper/fiber platforms that requires attention is the possibility of contamination
of the platforms during the fabrication or treatment processes (Table 3). Cross-contamination
from the run-over (spillage) between adjacent reagents remains a separate issue [171–173].
Several efforts have been made to curtail these contamination effects, including the development
of hydrophobic barriers designed within the structure of the paper-based devices that partially
addresses the spillage of the reagents [171–174]. However, there is also a risk of toxicity for the
biological samples when they are in close contact with the fabrication materials, such as waxes,
paraffins, or toxic chemicals used in the techniques for functional modification [3]. How can
the risk of contamination be fully eliminated from the fabrication, treatment, and operation
procedures of paper-/fiber-based devices? Can the incompatibility of the surfactants with
proteins be carefully evaluated?
(3) Some of the latest advances in the development of paper-/fiber-based devices offer complex
platforms that are hard to be reproduced on an industrial scale. Intricacies can also occur in
the protocols, which are then beyond the expertise of the laboratory technicians who perform
the tests as their everyday routine (Table 3). Multilayered platforms that are composed
of several different segments that need to be carefully assembled prior to test application,
layers that are often attached with adhesive components that most likely denature/deactivate
analytes when placed in close proximity of the biomolecules, seem less likely to become
the next generation of conventional, reproducible, bio-analytical devices used in day-to-day
clinical practice. In that perspective, the development of novel platforms with less complexity
in fabrication and application should provide a higher probability for prototype development
and commercialization.
3. General Conclusions
Paper and fiber materials are some of the main components in many analytical devices used
in the healthcare domain. They offer a number of advantages, including cost-effectiveness, rapid
diagnostic, as well as desirable characteristics, such as relative hydrophilicity, porosity, permeability,
and high surface area. When bio-sensing is the target function, additional steps of improvement
are necessary when applying paper/fiber materials. Firstly, the physical and chemical properties
of the materials, such as surface wettability, porosity, and the presence of active surface functional
groups must be closely controlled. Shelf life and stability of the developed platforms should also
be considered and monitored, since paper materials incorporated in bio-analytical platforms often
undergo lengthy incubations and numerous pipetting processes. Surface modification strategies may
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impose unintentional changes on the nature of the paper, as well as modulating its chemical/physical
properties. In conclusion, suitable paper- and/or fiber-based bio-sensing platforms should be created
for high throughput detection performance and specificity, and be associated with great stability of the
functional material, as well as the selected and impregnated biomolecules in the paper matrix, while
the platforms should be easy to manipulate technically, have the capacity to provide unambiguous
and reproducible results, and be amenable to mass production.
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